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World News in Brief

The attacks come amidst the rapid deterioration of
Yemen’s security environment and growing sectarian
tensions, as Houthi rebel forces continue to seize territory
and advance into the south of the country.
10 Germany
As many as 100 people were injured and 350 others
arrested during anti-austerity demonstrations in Frankfurt
on 18 March 2015. Several incidents of vandalism,
including the burning of barricades and vehicles as well
as damage to businesses, were reported during the
unrest. The protests were organised by the left-wing
Blockupy movement and coincided with the opening of
the European Central Bank’s (ECB) new headquarters. As
many as 10,000 people attended the demonstrations. The
largest gatherings were reported around the ECB complex,
the Confederation of German Trade Unions building,
Romerberg Square and Opernplatz Square.
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11 Greece
Several demonstrations were staged in Athens throughout
March during discussions between Greece and other EU
nations over financial reforms. Violent confrontations
were reported at Syntagma Square in Athens.
Protesters vandalised windows, cars and bus stops. The
demonstrations denounced a deal brokered by Syriza with
EU partners to extend Greece’s debt programme. Activists
claimed that the government was backtracking on preelection promises in exchange for a four-month extension
on the existing bailout programme. A proposed six-point
programme by Greece has curbed the ability of the
Syriza-led government coalition to provide socio-economic
reform. As negotiations over the reforms continue into
April, further protests and associated violent unrest are
likely.
12 Brazil
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Guinea
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The main opposition party, the Union of Democratic
Forces of Guinea (UFDG), has held several protests in
Conakry to protest against the Independent National
Election Commission (CENI)’s postponement of local
elections, now scheduled to take place in 2016. On 17
March 2015, the UFDG announced the suspension of their
participation in the National Assembly as a part of this
protest. The party’s withdrawal has raised concerns over
a possible boycott of the upcoming presidential elections,
scheduled for 11 October 2015. Associated protests
remain possible in the lead up to the ballot.
2

Kenya

On 18 March 2015, Russia and South Ossetia, a
breakaway territory of Georgia, signed a new controversial
treaty. This latest agreement calls for a common defence
space between Russia and South Ossetia and allows
Russia to ensure the territory’s security and to guard its
borders. Russia signed a similar treaty with Abkhazia,
Georgia’s other breakaway territory, in November 2014.
Georgia and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
have each condemned these treaties claiming they violate
Georgia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.
5

Nigeria
On 7 March 2015, the Islamist militant group, Boko
Haram, pledged allegiance to Islamic State (IS) in an
audio tape released by the group’s leader, Abubakar
Shekau. The pledge was later accepted by the IS
leadership, who stated that those who cannot join IS in
Syria and Iraq should enter the conflict in Africa. Although
Boko Haram may benefit from this move by gaining
access to finances, logistical support and a recruitment
channel, the group is likely to remain focused on its
domestic agenda.

Russia
On 27 February 2015, unidentified attackers killed
opposition politician and former deputy prime minister,
Boris Nemtsox, in Moscow. The assassination occurred
a day before an anti-government protest, organised by
Nemtsov, was meant to be held. The protest subsequently
became a commemorative rally for Nemtsov as tens of
thousands of Russians marched in Moscow on 1 March
2015. Russian authorities arrested five suspects, all of
whom are from the Chechen Republic. The main suspect,
Zuar Dadayev, is a former member of Chechen security
forces. While Dadayev initially confessed to the killing, he
has now retracted the confession, saying he confessed
under duress.

On 18 March 2014, the Somalia-based militant group,
Al Shabaab, claimed responsibility for four attacks in
Kenya’s northern Mandera and Wajir counties, which killed
12 people. A spokesperson for Al Shabaab stated that
the attacks were in retaliation for the Kenyan Defence
Force (KDF) offensive in what the group is calling its
‘northern frontier’ in Somalia. Somalia-based militants
likely conducted the attacks, given their proximity to the
shared border. However, attacks by Al Shabaab militants
operating within Kenya remain possible, particularly in
Lamu County.
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Georgia
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Myanmar
On 10 March 2015, security forces violently cracked down
on over 200 students and other demonstrators protesting
against an education bill that is said to stifle academic
independence. Protestors had planned to walk from the
central city of Mandalay to the economic hub of Rangoon
but were intercepted by the police in Letpadan. Sixteen
security personnel and eight protestors were injured
during the confrontations. Students leaders have vowed

to continue with demonstrations to demand changes to
Myanmar’s National Education Law.
7

Philippines
On 16 March 2015, security forces arrested the founder
and leader of the Justice for Islamic Movement (JIM),
a militant splinter group of the Bangsamoro Islamic
Freedom Fighters (BIFF). Authorities said Mohammad
Ali Tambako and at least four of his followers, who were
armed with handguns and grenades, were stopped at
a security checkpoint in Calumpang, General Santos.
Tambako was apparently fleeing via a seaport in General
Santos along with his followers at the time of the arrest.

8 Iraq
On 2 March 2015, the Iraqi military launched a major
offensive against IS forces in Tikrit, Saladin governorate.
The Iraqi government claims it has retaken the city of Al
Alam and parts of Tikrit from IS in the offensive, which
reportedly involves 30,000 Iraqi troops and Shi’a militia
fighters. However, the offensive stalled on 24 March due
to large numbers of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs)
concealed in the city centre. On 9 March 2015, Kurdish
security forces also launched a major operation against
IS to the south and west of the city of Kirkuk, 110km
to the north east of Tikrit. With assistance from US-led
airstrikes, Kurdish forces were successful in recapturing a
number of villages and have pushed the militants further
back.
9 Yemen
On 20 March 2015, a series of suicide bombings on two
Shi’a mosques in the capital, Sana’a, killed at least 137
people and wounded over 350. A group claiming affiliation
to IS took responsibility for the bombings, which are the
deadliest in Yemen’s history.

On 15 March 2015, approximately one million protesters
gathered in the streets of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
Belo Horizonte and Brasília to demand President Dilma
Rousseff’s impeachment for her suspected involvement in
the Petrobras corruption scandal. In the largest protest,
over 500,000 people marched down Avenida Paulista in
the opposition stronghold of São Paulo. Opposition groups
maintain that as Petrobras chairman from 2003 to 2010,
Rousseff either knew about the graft scheme or failed to
uncover it due to her incompetence. In the wake of the
protests, the government has reaffirmed its promises to
implement anti-corruption measures. However, Rousseff’s
approval ratings continue to fall, with some polls
suggesting that 60 percent of Brazilians are in favour of
impeachment.
13 Colombia
On 10 March 2015, President Juan Manuel Santos
announced the suspension of air strikes on the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) rebel
camps for one month. This move comes three months
after the FARC announced an indefinite ceasefire, which
according to government and independent observers, has
been largely enforced. However, in the wake of a series
of skirmishes between the Army and FARC militants in
western and southern Colombia, the FARC has threatened
to end the unilateral ceasefire.
14 Mexico
On 23 March 2015, security forces captured Ramiro Pérez
Moreno, a commander of the Los Zetas drug cartel in the
states of Tamaulipas, Coahuila, and Nuevo León. Moreno
is believed to have tried to assume the leadership of Los
Zetas, following the capture of former cartel boss, Omar
Treviño Morales, earlier this month. These arrests are
likely to create a leadership vacuum within the cartel,
which could lead to a violent power struggle.

EUROPE-RUSSIA

Friends or foes? NATO-Russia tensions in
Europe’s backyard
NATO-Russia relations have reached a new low amid ongoing tensions in Eastern Europe.
Mutual suspicion of each other’s interests in the region underscore long-standing
obstacles for Euro-Atlantic cooperation, write Lara Sierra-Rubia and Saif Islam.
Russia’s annexation of Crimea in March 2014 and
its alleged military involvement in the conflict in
eastern Ukraine have increased concerns over Russia’s
possible expansionist ambitions in other parts of
Europe, particularly the Baltic region. In response,
the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) has
deployed the largest contingent of its forces to the
Black Sea and Baltic regions since the Cold War. Seven
member states, including the US, are participating
in coordinated military drills in the region over the
next three months. Troop deployments in the Baltic
region currently stand at over 3,000 and include over
750 heavy vehicles. Furthermore, as many as 13,000
NATO troops will participate in military exercises in
Estonia in May 2015. Russia has responded in kind by
placing its northern fleet in full combat readiness in
the Arctic: these military overtures amount to 38,000
troops, 41 warships, 15 submarines and 110 aircrafts.
This standoff suggests that once again, NATO-Russia
relations are reaching a low point.
Occasional cooperation amid mutual distrust and
conflicting interests
The post-Cold War relationship between NATO and
Russia has historically been marked by distrust
and mismatched interests, but also by periods of
cooperation. One of the first cooperative mechanisms
was established in 1997, with the creation of the
Permanent Joint Council: a forum for joint consultation.
Later, the NATO-Russia Council, a mechanism that gave
Russia equal status as members on matters primarily
pertaining to counter-terrorism, was established in
2002. Cooperation was further realised during the
NATO-led Active Endeavour counter-terrorism mission
in the Mediterranean in 2004 and during joint-counterpiracy efforts in the Gulf of Aden in 2012. Russia also
assisted the International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) mission in Afghanistan throughout the war and
until 2014.
Nevertheless, efforts to integrate Russia and its
interests into the Euro-Atlantic security architecture
have ultimately failed. Although NATO is a defensive
organisation tasked with safeguarding the security
of its members, at times Russia has interpreted
the organisation’s actions as hostile to its regional
security interests. NATO rejected Russia’s proposed
Pan European Security Treaty in 2008, for example,
because the treaty would prevent NATO from acting
independently of Russia. Similarly, Russia has
vehemently opposed NATO’s construction of a missile
defence system in Europe. In this regard, it has even
occasionally threatened to aim its own missile arsenal at
European targets, most recently in March 2015, when it
warned Denmark that its support for the missile defence
programme may lead to a Russian nuclear response.

Yet, the most significant grievance for Russia to date has
been NATO’s expansion into the former Soviet states.
During negotiations over the reunification of Germany in
1990, Western powers allegedly promised not to expand
NATO membership further east. However, successive
rounds of enlargement have taken place, with Poland,
Hungary and the Czech Republic joining the organisation
in 1999. This was followed by two more rounds of
expansion in 2004 and 2009 to include nine other Eastern
European states.
While the existence of a formal non-expansion agreement
is disputed, Russia has interpreted NATO’s enlargement
as a direct threat to its sphere of influence in the region.
As such, Russia has attempted to prevent further NATO
advancements in the east. Russia’s continued support for
Georgia’s two breakaway territories (Abkhazia and South
Ossetia) – including during the 2008 Russo-Georgian War
– has been widely perceived as a manoeuvre to block
Georgia’s bid to join NATO, for example. Moreover, the
annexation of Crimea in 2014 has been interpreted as an
attempt by Russia to assert its power in Eastern Europe.
Most recently, the Russian government perceived the
fall of former Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych as
an augury for Ukraine joining NATO, a development that
would leave the future of Russia’s Crimea-based Black
Sea Fleet in doubt. As several former Soviet states show
increasing interest in aligning themselves with Western
organisations, Russian foreign policy has become more
aggressive to preserve its regional political, economic and
security interests, further straining relations.

The likelihood of a direct Russian military attack on
any of these countries is slim, as Article 5 of NATO’s
constitution requires member states to respond militarily
to direct external aggression. Western policymakers
have nevertheless expressed concerns that Russia may
engage in “hybrid warfare” – a mixture of conventional
and unconventional military and non-military tactics that
involves the use of cyber warfare, disinformation and local
proxies – as seen in Crimea and allegedly, eastern Ukraine.
More specifically, Russia may use the alleged discrimination
of sizeable ethnic Russian minorities in Estonia and Latvia –
many of whom do not have citizenship status – as pretexts
to sow instability in those countries. However, these Russian
minorities are generally more integrated into their local
societies than their counterparts in some regions of eastern
Ukraine, which further mitigates the risk of direct Russian
intervention in the Baltics.

“Russia’s strategic interests therefore lie
more broadly in maintaining diplomatic,
economic and military influence over
its neighbours that are not EU or NATO
members.”
Russia’s strategic interests therefore lie more broadly in
maintaining diplomatic, economic and military influence
over its neighbours that are not EU or NATO members.
This explains Russia’s desire to prevent any additional
former Soviet Union state from joining these organisations
by repeatedly objecting to Ukraine and Georgia’s NATO
membership bid. Protests have previously been successful,
as objections by Russia led NATO to deny the two countries
Membership Action Plans (MAPs) during the 2008 NATO
Summit in Bucharest.

Following Russia’s military involvement in both these
countries, their governments have expressed a renewed
interest in reapplying for membership.
Both Ukraine and Georgia face several obstacles to joining
NATO, however. Firstly, with all NATO members having
to consent to new additions, France and Germany are
expected to oppose the granting of MAPs, as they did in
2008, to avoid confrontations with Russia. Secondly, the
status of disputed territories by Russia-backed armed
separatists in both Ukraine and Georgia is further likely to
discourage a NATO membership offer. Not only does the
security situation remain volatile in Ukraine, for example,
but Russia has signed strategic treaties with Georgia’s two
breakaway territories in recent months to increase military
cooperation. Thirdly, in order to join NATO, Ukraine would
have to implement significant security sector reforms
and eradicate high levels of corruption. This process can
take many years, as Georgia, which started reforms in
the mid-2000s, knows all too well. Lastly, strong political
forces oppose NATO accession in both states, as many
feel it is not worth risking Russia’s ire in its own backyard.
Taken together, these factors limit the likelihood of NATO
membership for Ukraine and Georgia. However, while they
may not join NATO, the organisation has not ruled out the
possibility of supplying weapons to Ukraine to fight proRussian militants: a move that would further sour NATORussia relations.
Despite concerns to the contrary, open warfare between
Russia and NATO is highly unlikely. Nevertheless, several
issues including NATO’s further expansion to former
Soviet states, ongoing conflict in Eastern Ukraine, and
a longstanding dispute over NATO’s missile defence
programme are likely to fuel mutual distrust and suspicion
of each other’s intentions in the short to medium term.

“The post-Cold War relationship between
NATO and Russia has been historically
marked by distrust and mismatched
interests, but also by periods of
cooperation.”
The future of NATO-Russia relations
The future of NATO-Russia relations are most likely
to be shaped by each other’s mismatched interests
in Eastern Europe. Several commentators, including
Anders Rasmussen, former NATO Secretary General,
have suggested that Russia may next target the Baltic
states. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, which are all NATO
members are undoubtedly wary of Russia’s intentions.
Tensions have also increased following Russia’s arrest of
Eston Kohver, an Estonian intelligence agent, and seizure
of a Lithuanian fishing boat in September last year, both
under disputed circumstances.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/91/US_Navy_080611-N-3396B-129_Ships_from_various_navies_
participating_in_Baltic_Operations_%28BALTOPS%29_maneuver_into_formation.jpg
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“Yankee Go Home”: Misguided US
diplomacy in Latin America

By replacing 50-year-old economic sanctions against Cuba with punitive political
measures against Venezuela, the US continues to isolate itself from its Latin American
neighbours and risks undermining negotiations with Cuba, writes Lloyd Belton.
In December 2014, US President Barack Obama
announced unprecedented diplomatic negotiations with
Cuba, following more than 50 years of diplomatic and
economic isolation. Despite considerable US political
opposition, the rapprochement between the US and
Cuba was hailed in Latin America, including by leftist
Argentinean, Brazilian, Ecuadorian, and Venezuelan
governments. However, deteriorating relations between
the US and Venezuela now threaten to undermine
US-Cuba negotiations, and there are already signs
that talks may have hit a dead end. By simultaneously
courting Cuba and isolating Venezuela, Obama has
sought to draw Havana away from the latter’s economic
and political orbit. However, the US’ strategy seems to
have double-backfired. Not only has the latest round
of US sanctions played right into Venezuelan President
Nicolás Maduro’s hands, by granting him political power
to isolate and dismantle his domestic opponents, but
Obama has seemingly underestimated the region’s
appetite for targeting Venezuela. Notably, Cuba has
come out in strong support of Venezuela and against
alleged US imperialism. It now remains to be seen
whether Cuba substantiates its fiery political rhetoric by
stalling negotiations with the US.

“The US mistakenly believed that it
could seize upon Venezuela’s economic
weakness to draw Havana into
Washington’s sphere of influence.”
Since Raúl Castro assumed power in 2006, the Cuban
government has undertaken significant political and
economic reforms, including the release of dozens
of political prisoners as well as the adoption of
comprehensive tax and investment measures. These
reforms underpinned Obama’s decision to break from
the isolationist policies of previous US governments
and initiate unprecedented diplomatic talks with
Havana in 2014. In doing so, Obama acknowledged
the failure of unilateral economic sanctions as a means
of achieving political change in Cuba. The first two
rounds of talks in December 2014 and February 2015
were met with optimism by both countries, as well as
by Latin American governments. US-Cuba talks also
accelerated the EU’s own negotiations with Havana, as
countries such as France and Spain feared losing out
on Cuba’s largely untapped market. However, this air
of optimism was absent at the end of the third round of
US-Cuba talks in mid-March 2015. Negotiations ended
abruptly, and both parties were noticeably guarded,
downplaying previous suggestions that embassies
would be opened before the Summit of the Americas
in mid-April. This sudden change in mood has been
driven by the significant deterioration in US-Venezuela
relations between the second and third round of Cuban
talks, during which time the US designated Venezuela a
national security threat.

US-Venezuela relations have been strained since the
late 1990s when Hugo Chávez took power. Yet, relations
fell to a new low after the Venezuelan government
violently cracked down on opposition protesters in
2014. This latest low point further follows ongoing
tit-for-tat diplomatic attacks by both sides, which have
included travel sanctions against US and Venezuelan
politicians. Obama’s critics have argued that his
decision to declare Venezuela a national security threat
in March 2015 is likely only to strengthen Maduro’s grip
on power in the run up to municipal and legislative
elections later this year. Maduro, in turn, has responded
to Obama’s attacks with considerable political guile,
staging numerous anti-imperialist protests, whilst the
Venezuelan National Assembly has passed legislation
granting him another 12 months to rule by decree.
In Venezuela, the focus has now shifted from chronic
shortages of basic goods and soaring inflation to a
growing “Yankee” imperialist threat. Almost predictably,
leftist Latin American governments, including Cuba,
have banded together to defend Venezuela.
Various regional and political blocs, including Mercosur
and the Community of Latin American and Caribbean
States (CELAC), have each condemned the US’
alleged interventionist policy in the region. From these
responses, it would seem that Obama’s administration
has fundamentally overestimated regional opposition
to Venezuela. Even the US’ most important regional
ally, Colombia, has refrained from openly criticising
the political and economic policies of its neighbour.
However, the biggest failure has come in relation to
its rapprochement with Cuba, as the US mistakenly
believed that it could seize upon Venezuela’s economic
weakness to draw Havana into Washington’s sphere of
influence. Raúl Castro himself recently rebuffed such
plans, warning that the US could “neither buy Cuba nor
intimidate Venezuela.” This attachment to Venezuela is
rooted not only in a shared socialist ideology, but also
in an economic arrangement through which Venezuelan
provides Cuba with vast oil subsidies and cash
handouts, estimated at between USD 5 to 15 billion a
year.
What has become clear over the past month is that
Cuba is not seeking to replace Venezuelan economic
aid with US foreign direct investment. Rather, the
Castro government wants to benefit from both US
and Venezuelan interests in Cuba. Despite the recent
lukewarm round of negotiations, both Obama and Raúl
Castro are undeniably still keen to see this happen.
However, much will depend on how Obama approaches
the sensitive Venezuela issue at the upcoming Summit
of the Americas in Panama in April, which Cuba is
expected to attend for the first time. Facing growing
regional opposition, Obama is likely to downplay the
US-Venezuela rift. More sanctions against Venezuela
would only hurt Venezuela’s political opposition, further
isolate the US, and could risk clearing the path for
European businesses into the Cuban market at the
expense of US corporations.

Al Mourabitoun:
The Story of a Lovechild

The latest attack by Al Mourabitoun against a Bamako-based restaurant has highlighted the
lack of security in northern Mali. More needs to be done to counter terrorism in the country,
writes Gabrielle Reid.
On 7 March 2015, five people, including a French and
Belgian national, were killed during a terrorist attack
against a popular restaurant, La Terrasse, in Mali’s
capital, Bamako. The attack was claimed by the Sahelbased Islamist militant group, Al Mourabitoun. The
Malian government vowed to find those responsible
for the incident and take further steps to combat
terrorism in the country. Amid an ongoing conflict in
the north and expanding operations of transnational
terrorist groups, including Al Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb (AQIM), in the wider Sahel, the recent
Bamako attack has raised concerns over the threat
that Al Mourabitoun, a relatively new actor, may pose
to Mali and whether more needs to be done to counter
terrorism.
Established in August 2013, Al Mourabitoun is the
troublesome lovechild of two AQIM splinter groups:
Movement for Oneness and Jihad in West Africa
(MUJAO) and the Al Mua’qi’oon Biddam (Those who Sign
with Blood) Brigade, led by the notorious former AQIM
commander, Mokhtar Belmokhtar. The groups’ merger
was announced in a communiqué in August 2013 in
which Belmokhtar claimed that Al Mourabitoun seeks
to extend its operations across northern Africa, “from
the Nile to the Atlantic”, “fighting the Zionist campaign
aimed at Islam and Muslims around the world”, in
allegiance with Al Qaeda. In response to the Frenchled counter-insurgency operations in Mali in 2013, the
group also adopted an explicitly anti-French and antiWestern rhetoric. Prior to the official announcement of
the groups’ merger, Al Mua’qi’oon Biddam and MUJAO
had become increasingly cooperative and for many, the
union was not a surprise. What was surprising was that
Belmokhtar announced he would not lead the group as
anticipated. Rather, a non-Algerian national, purported
to be Ahmed al-Tilemsi, would take the lead. While
this move was likely made to appease the leadership
of MUJAO, it is believed that Belmokhtar continues to
play a prominent role. It further seems as if little has
changed regarding the group’s dynamics and objectives
following the reported death of al-Tilemsi in December
2014, during a French-led military operation. Little
is known about the new leader of Al Mourabitoun;
however, it is likely that Belmokhtar has intensified his
involvement.
Belmokhtar has long been a controversial actor in
the Sahel and was widely regarded as the black
sheep of AQIM. AQIM letters, discovered in Timbuktu
by French security forces combatting the AQIM
insurgency in 2013, revealed that prior to his departure,
Belmokhtar frequently acted independently of AQIM top
commander, Abdelhamid Abu Zeid. Belmokhtar, often
referred to as ‘Mr Marlboro’ given his connections to
cigarette smuggling routes in the Sahel, had led AQIM’s
northern battalion or katiba in Mali prior to the French
intervention. Belmokhtar left the group in November
2012 over worsening differences with Abu Zeid, and
reformed his katiba fighters under the Al Mua’qi’oon
Biddam banner. However, despite having left AQIM,
Belmokhtar was no shrinking violet, and shortly

afterwards claimed responsibility for the attack against
the In Amenas gas plant in Algeria in January 2013, in
which 40 employees were killed.
Belmokhtar’s brazenness, coupled with MUJAO’s
ability to drum up support from local communities in
northern Mali, particularly in Gao, is likely to serve
Al Mourabitoun well. After carrying out the very first
suicide bombing in Mali in February 2013, MUJAO has
demonstrated its ability to conduct coordinated attacks.
The group has carried out a large number of attacks,
including against the UN peacekeeping operation, the
UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission
in Mali (MINUSMA), killing two Chadian and two
Senegalese peacekeepers in October and December
2013. Drawing on the combined experience of its
founders, Al Mourabitoun appears to have the capability
and intent to conduct further attacks within Mali,
including in Bamako.

“Drawing on the combined experience
of its founders, Al Mourabitoun appears
to have the capability and intent to
conduct further attacks within Mali,
including in Bamako.”
Although the French-led Operation Serval succeeded
in preventing the southward advancement of the 2013
Islamist insurgency in Mali, a lack of state and security
infrastructure in the north continues to provide a safe
haven for terrorist groups, including Al Mourabitoun.
The recent Bamako attack suggests that the conclusion
of Operation Serval in July 2013 may have been
premature. While the transformation of Operation
Serval into the broader Chad-based Operation Barkhane
mirrored the regionalisation of Islamist militancy
in the Sahel, it did so without sufficiently ensuring
that the UN or the Mali government would be able to
provide much-needed security with a reduced French
military presence. In October 2014, MINUSMA Force
Commander, Major General Jean Bosco Kazura,
echoed these concerns when he told the UN Security
Council that he considered the operating environment
of MINUSMA to have changed from a peacekeeping
environment to one that required a counterterrorism
mandate with greater capabilities to combat militancy
in the north. Furthermore, while commended for its
geographical reach, Operation Barkhane excludes
both Libya and Algeria, leaving much of the arduous
northern regions of Mali susceptible to transnational
terrorism. With worsening insecurity in Libya opening
up both recruitment avenues and weapon supplies,
northern Mali remains a prominent territory for the
proliferation of terrorist activity. This latest attack by Al
Mourabitoun demonstrates the urgency in this regard,
as more needs to be done to combat the terrorist safehaven in the north of the country.
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